
1. Calculate start time 
2. Select good hits by timing window cut, calculate drift time

3. Define geometry , calculate space points and select single 

hit per layer, select the space points (min hits and min comb) 

4. Calculate the absolute drift distance by drift map 4. Calculate the absolute drift distance by drift map 

(parameters which are used to convert drift time to drift 

distance)    

5. Decide “Left Right” of the hits by comparing single chamber 

fitting chi2, get the beststub(focal plane x,y,x’ from single 

chamber fitting)

6. Link  the space points from two chambers to make tracks by 

comparing beststub
7. Two chamber fitting, select good tracks, get the x,x’,y,y’ on 

focal plane and hntracks



??Problem: one space point has several hits on the same Problem: one space point has several hits on the same 

layer , need choose the most possible one.layer , need choose the most possible one.

Original Method: Choose the earliest One   Original Method: Choose the earliest One   
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??Problem: one space point has several hits on the same Problem: one space point has several hits on the same 

layer , need choose the most layer , need choose the most possibilepossibile hithit

Original Method: Choose the earliest One   Original Method: Choose the earliest One   

Test: Replay trigger#=80000

Run76312(CHRun76312(CH22))

Test: Replay trigger#=80000

1. For one space point, there are several 

hits on the same layer.

run#76312: 47.8%

run#76989:42.5%

2. For the space points which have several 

hits on the same layer, there are hits 

with dt>0 and hits dt<0

run76312:16.8%

run76989:22.2%

If choose the earliest one:

wrong choice at least: run#76312 :   8.0%

run#76989:   9.4%
Run76989(52Cr)Run76989(52Cr)



Cases:

1. If there are both hits inside and outside the timing window-

choose the  inside ones

2. If there are only hits which is later than the timing window-

choose the earliest one . (?’ hits across wire ‘) 

3. If there are only hits before the timing window- choose the  3. If there are only hits before the timing window- choose the  

latest one

4. If there are several hits inside the timing window- combine 

all of them with the hits on other layers, decide “left or right” 

and fit them, choose the one with minchi2

Precondition: (multiple combination).le.10 (98%)        

(test by run76312:9.05%)      

*  Timing window :Defined by the distribution of the Drift Time

(-5ns<dt<125ns)



Cases:

1. If there are both hits inside and outside the timing window-

choose the  inside ones

2. If there are only hits which is later than the timing window-

choose the earliest one  

If there are only hits before the timing window- choose the  

Example from run76312: 

There is a space point(with id ‘isp’) is made up by hits 

71,91,92,81,111,112,121,93,94 ,100 (layerhit )

Rerang the hits to their  own layer, and find the layer 

which has no hit if it exits, as

71, 81,91,92, 93,94,111,112,1213. If there are only hits before the timing window- choose the  

latest one

4. If there are several hits insides the timing window- combine all 

of them with the hits on other layers, decide “left or right” and 

fit them, choose the one with minchi2

Precondition: (multiple combination).le.10 (95%)        

(test by run76312:9.05%)      

*    Timing window :Defined by the distribution of the Drift Time 

(-5ns<dt<125ns)

71, 81,91,92, 93,94,111,112,121
--point1:71,81,91,111, 121
--point2:71,81,92,111, 121
--point3:71,81,93,111, 121
--point4:71,81,94,111, 121
--point5:71,81,91,112, 121
--point6:71,81,92, 112,121
--point7:71,81,93,112, 121
--point8:71, 81,94,112, 121
Decide the ‘left_right’ of all the hits of all the points, 

Fit all of the pointi, compare their chi2, choose point6 
with minimum chi2, put its hits to the space point ‘isp’ 





Original method- Average Focal plane time 

fptime =mean time of timing counter for every hit -

hscin_zpos(la)/velocity of kaon

time_sum= sum of fptime for all the hits from all the timing counter 

(if fptime is inside of the start time slop)(if fptime is inside of the start time slop)

time_num=time_num+1

hstart_time=time_sum/time_num (if time_num>0) 

Hstart_time=hstart_time_center(if time_num=0)

Shortage:

1. Path length from timing counter to  HDC1 and HDC2

2. Involved kaon momentum would influence the correction of the 

drift distance calibration and the resolution of the drift chamber 



Mean time distribution of 1x 

difficult:

1. High accidental background of the time from timing counter

2. High multiplicity of both timing counter and drift chamber

Test for the second difficult:

1.nhits1x- Number of hits on 1x

Run76312(CH2): nhits1x>1: 73.6%;   nhits1x>2:40.4%Mean time distribution of 1x 
run#76989

Run76312(CH2): nhits1x>1: 73.6%;   nhits1x>2:40.4%

Run76989(52Cr):

2. ntof – combination of 1x and 2x

cut: 0.0ns<tof_1x2x<10.0ns 

run76312:  ntof>1:34.8%; ntof>2:10.8% 

run76989: ntof>1:59.8%;  ntof>2:31.3%



1.Do pre tracking between 1x and 2x,1x and 1y, and 1y and 2x with 

all the combination between them, counting the number of the 

combination(ntof). 

* Because even for Cr data, more than 99.9% event which has hits 

both on 1x and 2x, so, I dominate the timing counter pre tracking on 

1x and 2x. 

path length correction:  choose the center locate of the timing path length correction:  choose the center locate of the timing 

counter as the hits position on the counter, project time difference to 

z direction, e.g.tof_1x2x. 
1x and 2x for example:

dx_1x2x=abs(xcenter_hit_on_1x-xcenter_hit_on_2x), 

dz_1x2x=z_1x-z_2x dt_length=sqrt(dx_1x2x*dx_1x2x+dz_1x2x*dz_1x2x)

dt_1x2x=(mean time of the hit on 1x)-(mean time of the hit on 2x)

tof_1X2X=dt_1x2x*dz_1x2x/dt_length

Pre cut for tof_1x2x: 0ns<tof_1x2x<10ns , if d1x2x=1500mm

(survey distance=1256mm)

*if 0.7<beta<1.2, 4.167ns<tof_1x2x<7.1478ns



2. Project the time from the timing counters to HDC1 and 

HDC2 separately. 

HDC1 and tof between 1x and 2x for example:

dt_hdc1_1x=tof_1x2x*dz_hdc1_1x/dz_1x2x dt_hdc1_1x=tof_1x2x*dz_hdc1_1x/dz_1x2x 

dt_hdc1_2x=tof_1x2x*dz_hdc1_2x/dz_1x2x

h11time=t_1x-dt_hdc1_1x,dt12time=t_2x-dt_hdc1_2x

h1time=(h11time+h12time)/2

if(ntof=1), h1start_time=h1time, nothing to do with 

following steps. 

*test: if ntof>1,  calculate average start time by all the 

combinations 



3. Do Pre_link for HDC1 and HDC2 by space points, make all the possible 

tracks by all the combinations of the  space points from HDC1 and HDC2.

For all these tracks, project them to hodo layers (1x, 2x example) by 

space line extending. 

Example:

Space points on HDC1:dc1sp ,dc1sp ,dc1spSpace points on HDC1:dc1sp1,dc1sp2,dc1sp3

Space points on HDC2:dc2sp1,dc2sp2

All the possible tracks: (track ID: trki)  (1x point: x1xi,x1yi; 2x point: x2xi,x2yi)

trk1: dc1sp1,dc2sp1-x1x1,x1y1; - x2x1,x2y1
trk2:dc1sp1, dc2sp2-x1x2,x1y2; - x2x2,x2y2
trk3:dc1sp2, dc2sp1-x1x3,x1y3; - x2x3,x2y3
trk4:dc1sp2, dc2sp2-x1x4,x1y4; - x2x4,x2y4
trk5:dc1sp3, dc2sp1-x1x5,x1y5; - x2x5,x2y5
trk6:dc1sp3, dc2sp2-x1x6,x1y6; - x2x6,x2y6
Space line equation: 0 0 0x x y y z z

t
m n p

− − −= = =



4. For any track, do loop all the hits (selected from step one) on 

one layer  of the timing counter. Compare the locate (the center of 

the timing counter)of the hits on the timing counter and the position 

of the projected points(1x for example, dxi=xcenter_on_1x-x1xi ) .

Get the i(hit ID) with min dx. Then do the same procedure on 

another layer of the timing counter. Ignore the track, if after another layer of the timing counter. Ignore the track, if after 

looping all the hits on any one layer of the timing counter, we can 

not find one hit inside certain region. The region is decided by 

tested distribution of the dxi from run with target CH2 and Cr target, 

and estimated resolution. (1x: abs(dxi)< 4.5*1x_width  : 2x: 

abs(dxi)<8.5*2x_width)

Question: How to deal the case that if there are several hits on the same 

counter, all of them have minimum dx?

hit ID Counter ID dx(cm) time(ns) 

1 1_1x -47.098 -64.796

2 4_1x -23.998 123.416

3 8_1x 6.702 -65.225

4 8_1x 6.702 -127.343

5 11_1x 29.702 51.400

6 13_1x 45.102 -130.181



4. For any track, do loop all the hits (selected from step one) on 

one layer  of the timing counter. Compare the locate (the center of 

the timing counter)of the hits on the timing counter and the position 

of the projected points(1x for example, dxi=xcenter_on_1x-x1xi ) .

Get the i(hit ID) with min dx. Then do the same procedure on 

another layer of the timing counter. Ignore the track, if after another layer of the timing counter. Ignore the track, if after 

looping all the hits on any layer of the timing counter, we can not 

find one hit inside certain region. The region is decided by tested 

distribution of the dxi from CH2 and Cr target, and estimated 

resolution. (1x: abs(dxi)< 4.5*1x_width  : 2x: abs(dxi)<8.5*2x_width)

Question: How to deal the case that if there are several hits on the same 

counter, all of them have minimum dx?

Difficult: There are several kinds of particles on HKS side.

My solution: First, kick the hit who’s time is much far away from the 

reasonable value. The left  has a percentage smaller than 0.1%, so get the 

average time of all such kind of hits. 



5. Project the time of the chose hits from timing counters to HDC1 and HDC2 

for all every single left track with same procedure shows as step one and 

two. 

Cases: 

A. Only one track left, this is the most happy state.  Start time for the track is 

decided .

test from run#76312(trigger#=80000): 75.8% (entries=11784)test from run#76312(trigger#=80000): 75.8% (entries=11784)

test from run#76989(trigger#=80000): 63.9% (entries=5056)

*additional results from the test:

a. Left track number=2

run#76312: 19.0%

run# 76989: 24.9%

b. Left track number>2

run#76312: 5.2%

run#76989: 11.2%

B. If there are more than one tracks which can be recognized both HDC1&2 

and two layers of timing counter, Start time for all the tracks is decided, 

and the final track number is also decided.



C. If there are two tracks which can be decided by HDC1&2, however, they 

can not be separated from  one  layer of timing counter. 

1x2x pre tracking for example(testrun#76989) :

X1 hit ID X2 hit ID DC1 SP ID DC2 SP ID

4 1 1 6

5 1 2 8

So far, I calculate the start time for both two tracks with the  projected time 

from x2_hit_ID=1. 

Later, I would try to involve another layer of timing counter.

*As soon as y direction is involved, we need to be more careful, because 

the resolution of space points on y direction is much worse than x direction 

due to the geometry of the wires. 

D.  If there are two tracks which can be decided by HDC1&2, however, they 

can not be separated by both two layers of the timing counter. Calculate 

the start time for both two tracks by  projecting time from timing counter 

with the hits which  have been chose. 

5 1 2 8



6. Calculate start time for all the hits which make up the space points of 

the left tracks.  

Cases:

A. If all tracks have no overlap space point, then the start time of all hits 

are decided by the calculated start time of the tracks;

B. if there are overlap space points on different tracks. 

So far, before reconsider the procedure of two chamber space point So far, before reconsider the procedure of two chamber space point 

final link, this step is preliminary done. I calculate average of the start 

time from different tracks for the hits on the overlap space point. 

Example(from run#76312):

The start time of the hits on SP_DC1=1 is calculated as the average 

start time of track 1 and 2.  

X1 hit ID X2 hit ID DC1 SP ID DC2 SP ID Track ID

3 2 1 2 1

1 1 1 3 2





Original Method:  

1. Link two space points  with dpoxi smaller than a certain region from 

different chambers. A  normal overall loop is used to look for the space point. 

* dpoxi=xi_dc1-xi_dc2 (xi  is the focal plane variables from single chamber 

tracking, beside y’)

2. If there is a last space point which is inside dpoxi region, combine it to the 

previous track.previous track.

3. All the space point can only be used for once.

OK Can Tolerate 

Can Not Fall 

Asleep With This

SS RUN(76803) CH2 RUN(76315) Cr RUN(76990)



1. For ntof=1, Since it is sure that there can only one track be left. So,also

do timing counter pre tracking. Make the tracks from all the 

combination of the space points from chambers. Fit all of them, them 

compare chi2, and project all of them to the timing counter compare 

the position with the hits on the timing counter. 

2. For ntof>1, by space point pre tracking and timing counter pre 2. For ntof>1, by space point pre tracking and timing counter pre 

tracking, there is high possibility to get only one tracks, the only one 

thing need to is to fit it and get the focal plane information.

3. If ntrack >1(track number from space pre tracking ). Check is there 

overlap space points.

A. if there is no overlap space point, fit all the tracks, that is the final 

track number from drift chamber.

B. If there are overlap space point, also fit all the tracks by its own 

start time, also project to timing counter with higher resolution, to 

compare the position of the hits on timing counter. In addition to that, 

check the chi2 of all the tracks. Combine these two conditions to 

decide the final tracks.



� Hard ware alignment has been done.

� Single hit selection has almost done.

� Another timing counter need to be 
involved to finish step 3 of start time 
calculation.
involved to finish step 3 of start time 
calculation.

� “Final two chamber link” is needed to be 
reconsidered, and finish to decide the start 
time for every single hit.

� All new code need to double debug.

� A reasonable test method is need to be 
considered to test all the improvement.


